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The first record of Polyphylla olivieri (Laporte de Castelanu, 1840) 
(Scarabaeidae: Melolonthinae) from Lebanon
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Polyphylla (Polyphylla) olivieri (laporte de Castelanu, 1840) is a widely distri
buted June Beetle that occurs in azerbaijan, armenia, georgia, greece, turkey, 
Iran, syria and Israel (Bezdek 2006). although it would be only logical to assume 
that the species is present also in lebanon, it was never actually reported from 
there and so lebanon remained a blank spot in its known range of distribution. 

figs 1, 2. Polyphylla (Polyphylla) olivieri (laporte de Castelanu), male (1) and female (2) with cor
responding data labels. 
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During the examination of the melolonthini beetles deposited in the national 
Collection of Insects, the steinhardt museum of natural History, Israel national 
research Center, tel aviv university, tel aviv, Israel (smnHtau), the author 
encountered two specimens accompanied with hand written data labels that read 
‘syria Bokaah [or Bekaah, as ink is blurred]’. 

Bekaah is recently known as Beqaa [Becaa] Valley (in English), Wadi al-Biqaʻ 
 or el-Bohah (Lebanese dialect). It is a large valley situated (in Arabic) [وادي البقاع]
east of Beirut in lebanon between the antilebanon mountains to the east and 
mount lebanon to the west.

sadly the data labels state neither the name of the collector nor the collecting 
date. the only information beyond the locality is a statement that the specimens 
were received in January 1947. 

although this is not the place to elaborate on the complex history of lebanon 
during the first half of the 20th century, it is essential to give a brief general ac
count. until 1943, when lebanon became independent after the end of the french 
protectorate of lebanon and syria, it was considered to be a part of the arab king
dom of syria, or to be more accurate, a part of the ottoman empire. as men tioned 
above, it is unknown when exactly the specimens were collected but it is probable 
that it was before lebanon existed as an independent country and therefore the 
name of syria appears on the data labels instead that of lebanon (as it is the case 
with many specimens collected in lebanon or Israel during that period).
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